
Research in Business

CHAPTER 1

Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you should uiiderstand

1	 What research is and its different types. 	 ..	 -.

2 The distinction between good research arid research that
falls short of professional quality.

3 The relationship between a manager and a research.
supplier.	 .

The value of learning research process skills.
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Bringing Research to Life
ason Honry? I in Myra Wires

"Come in, Ms. Winos. Well meet here

in tne conference/living room. As I told

wfiri \L called, were just establishing our

Florida office. Of course, you can see that. Watch

your step around the cables.

The stylish, middle-aged woman found her way

an my severe 1 crates of partially unpacked computer

sysems to the sofa and seated herself as gracefully

as she could among the heap of books, electronic

gear, and unopened boxes. She snapped open a

briefcase to produce a miniature cassette recorder,

which she clicked on, if this makes you nervous, I'll

turn it off." she said. "I was a [V investigative reporter

for 15 years. Old habits die hard ... especially ones

that have goner you out of a dozen jams.

"Turn it off then," said the younger man, curt ly It

doesn't make me nervous, but I fail to see the need

of it."
"My contact in Canada indicated you and your wife,

a doctor in public health, both graduated from college in

California You moved here from Ottawa where the

United Nations employed you both You are an accoun-

tant turned business economist and consultant. You've

several corporations here in Florida— to do auditing,

economic analysis, epidemiological consulting, and

diversified business research What have I missed?"

"My wife, Dorrie, speaks four languages."

"I knew that. A producer n Toronto who works for

United Nations TV where she taped her public ser -

vice program alerted me to your move to Florida."

"Then that covers everything doesn't it," he said

with asperity, except a birthmark above my knee.'

Your right knee,' she said positively. Disbelief

and irritation were evident in his expression, and

quickly she added, "Just a guess. Fifty-fifty chance of

Deing right, you know."
That broke the tension. He chuckled. "I have a gold

filling in one of my teeth. Can you te ll me which one?"

Now she laughed. 'I never butt against

high odds as 32-to-i
They both smiled. Then he killed the memment

by adding. "The odds would be 31-to-i. There would

be one right answer and 31 wrong. Obviously, that

makes the odds 31-to-i
Smiling through gritted teeth, Myra changed the

subject. "How many computers do you have here?"

"Counting the portables, five, plus several dumb

terminals. Plus threc printers and one fax for incom-

ing and one for outgoing Arid a voice-mail system

and a pager. I era networking all of this together, as

you can see I have six phone lines, though I need

only four right now I'm your basic unapologetic com-

puter jockey.
Looking around at toe disorder, Myra observed,

"And this 's your resdence, too."

"We don't want the hassle of separate office

space. Most of my clients in Phoenx, Butte and

Ottawa will never see the office As far as they know,

I am working out of the classiest suite in this city's

best office building"

"Well, ,
i t's quite a tev computers:" she said

doubtfully.
"I believe that you find the truth by crunching the

numbers."
"I don't agree. As a reporter I learned you get the

truth by staying in touch with people, watching world

events, seeing the big picture, and digging for reveal-

ing details. I have four phone lines myself—one each

for a fax and an answering machine, one for a com-

puter that I use to dial into commercial online data

bases, and two additional phones so I can talk to two

people at the same time I have my own domestic

incoming/outgoing 800 number, and if I don't run up

a tnousandd011ar- amOrth long-distance bill for Inter-

rational calls, I know I'm not living right

Realty? I find it difficult to believe that being a

0,-risumer affairs manager is so ve
r y lucrative"
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PART I Introduction to Business Research

"No, it isn't," she admitted with a chuckle, 'After	 l know that. You miscounted your telephone

15 years my W station told me I needed a face-lift, 	 lines a minute ago. F. Answering machine. Dial-up

and when I said no, they canned me. Just lke that, I 	 databases. Two for personal calls. That ntkes five.

got the scanest lawyer in town - someone so vicious

I had once run a week-long exposé of him —and he

got me a terrific settlement. I pick up a few thousand

a month by giving lectures to conventioneers, One of

my best talks is 'The Angry Consumer.' I always

include lots of facts that are absolutely up-to-date,

You said four."

She flushed, counting silently to 10. This young

man might know his numbers but tact escaped him.

"Then you know what I'm talking about," she said a lit-

tle too sharply, "I would really like to impress the folks

in Texas, this being my first project, but not a soul in

because I was -and am- in daily touch with con-	 my office can be counted on as a number cruncher

sumer advocates in every state capital, plus D.C. 	 and I can't show up at the meeting without one,"

Ottawa, and even Tokyo and London,

"Is it all opinion and anecdote, or do you have

some substantiating statistics?"

"My phone bill is astronomic,"

"So it's anecdotal; that's what you're sang."

"If that's what you want to call it, she declared

with a tinge of irritation. "Anyway, after one of my par-

ticularly hard-hitting talks, one member of the audi-

ence approached me, asked a lot of questions about

my laptop computer, which I used to control my slide

show. She was a headhunter looking for a consumer

affairs manager for the company whose computer I

use, MindWriter. Ultimately, after several interviews,

they made me an offer I couldn't refuse."

"I know the brand. It's good equipment at a good

puce, but if it breaks down, you're in trouble accord-

ing to the computer magazines. However, I have no

firsthand evidence the magazines are accurate."

We do have some concerns about customer

satisfaction—especially in product service. The corpo-

rate higher-ups have assigned me my first task—

assessing customer satisfaction, or dissatisfaction, as it

may be. There is a meeting next week in Austin, Texas,

to discuss the background and preliminaries. I've been

told to bring my ideas and my 'number cruncher.

"And who would that be?" inquired Jason.

"You, I hope. 'li level with you. I am not a num-

bers person."

"I know something about customer research,

and you're right to be nervous.

'Not nervous. Properly concerned."

"Concerned then, The first step will be to listen

carefully and discover exactly what facts manage-

ment has gathered, what they are concerned about,

what the problem is from their point of view, what the

problem really is at various levels of abstraction

"Listening to people, Discussing. Looking at

things from different viewpoints. The kind of thing I am

very good at."

"Right. And after we hear them out, we come to

what I am good at: Measurement. Scaling. Survey

design. Sampling the customers. Finally, we would

collaborate on the report of results.

I have two tickets to Austin for next Wednesday.

Can you break away from this unpacking and cabling

and fly over with me?"

'Sure."

"OK. My source in Toronto says you are intelli-

gent, prickly and pigheaded, inclined to be overly

left-brained and intolerant, but dependable, reason-

ably priced, and respectful of your elders. We'll work

out the money details on the flight over. I think we'll

get along OK."

"lam willing to proceed on that hypothesis. We'll

certainly know if we can work together by the time we

return from Texas."
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Why Study Research?
Assume for the moment that you are the manager of your favorite full-service restau-
rant. (Taco Bell doesn't qualify here think of something else.) You are experiencing
significant turnover in your waiter/waitress pool, and long-time customers have been
commenting that the friendly atmosphere that has historically drawn them to your door
is changing. What will you do? Where will you begin in trying to solve this problem?
Try another decision-making scenario: You are talking with the head of the academic
department in which you are majoring. This person chairs the committee that selects the
textbook for the research methodology course. How should they begin to evaluate their

options?
The study of research methods provides you with the knowledge and skills you

need to solve the problems and meet the challenges of a fast-paced decision-making

cnvironment.LWe define business research as a systematic inquiry whose objecye is
to provide information to solve managerial problemBusiness research courses recog-
nize that students preparing to manage business, not-i rot pub finiza-
tioñ-ina1ftnctiona1 are—need training iiR]isiplfñed process for conducting an

inquiry of a management dilemma, the problem or opportunity that requires a man-
agement decision. Three factors stimulate an interest in a scientific approach to decision

making.

.7iianager's increased need for more and better information.

availability of improved techniques and tools to meet this need.

resulting information overload if discipline is not employed in the process.

During the last two decades, we have witnessed dramatic changes in the business
environment. Emerging from an historically economic role, the business organization

Research anc the Valuahon of Intanoihies

Since 1973, the Fnanc.ial Accont!ng Stanoards Board
(FASB) has assumes "responsibihty for estabishing stan-
dards of financial accounting and reporting." The conserv-
ative FASB recently took a mini-step toward recognizing
the shift in company valuation from bricks and mortar to
information. As of January 2002. companies involved in
mergers will no longer have to amortize goodwill. As Neil
Gross, the senior editor of Business Week, explained,
'You dent wear out research or nn out of brand power—
at least most of the time. Investors need a sense of the
assets value and whether expenses to support them—
such as advertising—are realty productive.' The FASS,
encouraging 'vc4untary disclosures related to matters that
are important to the success of the company' agreed that
the "importance of voluntary disclosures isexpected to
increase in the future because of the fast pace of change
in the business environment.'

A company's stable of t5rands is possibly its most valu-
able intangible. How else can you explain the record-setting
purchase of RJR Nabisco ($25.4 billion) at a significant pre-
mium over stock book value or the stockholder-welcomed
investment in employee benefits by powerhouse Star-
bucks? The answer Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.
believes some brands (Oreo cookies, Hawaiian Punch, and
Winston cigarettes among them) are very valuable and
worth the price. Starbud<s has learned that the experience
of the customer in its stores is critical to successftjl expan-
sion. So if an intangible brand value, can drive purchase
price, merger price, stock value, and employee commit-
ment, then assessing people's willingness to pay for such
things—research—is critical to understanding the present
ana future U.S. economy.

www.fasb.org
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has evolved in response to the social and political mandates of national public policy,
explosive technology growth, and continuing innovations in global communications.
These changes have created new knowledge needs for the manager and new publics to
consider when evaluating any decision. Other knowledge demands have arisen from
problems with mergers, trade policies, protected markets, technolog y transfers, and
macroeconomic savings-investment issues.

The trend toward complexity has increased the risk associated with business deci-
sions, making it more important to have a sound information base. Each of the factors
listed below, which characterize the complex business decision-making environment,
demands that managers have more and better information on which to base decisions:

• There are more variables to consider in every decision.

• More knowledge exists in every field of management.

• Global and domestic competition is more vigorous, with many businesses down-
sizing to refocus on primary competencies, reduce costs, and make competitive
gains.

• The quality of theories and models to explain tactical and strategic results is
improving.

• Government continues to show concern with all aspects of society, becoming
increasingly aggressive in protecting these various publics.

• The explosive growth of company, sites on the World Wide Web, e-commerce, and
company publications via desktop and electronic publishing have brought the
prospect of extensive new arrays of information—but information quality is
increasingly suspect.

• Workers, shareholders, customers, and the general public are demanding to be
included in company decision making; they are better informed and more sensitive
to their own self-interests than ever before.

• Organizations are increasingly practicing data mining, learning to extract mean-
ingful knowledge from volumes of data contained within internal databases.

• Computer advances have allowed businesses to create the architecture for data
warehousing, electronic storehouses where vast arrays of collected, integrated
data are ready for mining.

• The power and ease of use of today's computers have given us the capability to
analyze data to deal with today's complex managerial problems.

• Techniques of quantitative analysis take advantage of increasingly powerful com-
puting capabilities.

• The number and power of the tools used to conduct research have increased, com-
mensurate with the growing complexity of business decisions.

• Communication and measurement techniques within research have been enhanced.

To do well in such an environment, you will need to understand how to identify
quality information and to recognize the solid, reliable research on which your high-risk
decisions as a manager can be based. You also will need to know how to conduct such
research. Developing these skills requires understanding the scientific method as it
applies to the managerial decision-making environment. This book addresses your
needs as an information processor.
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.'k' .a Onlne Gioce Needed aTash DcLvery ol Reseaicii

Wbvar., the only rema ' ng major player in the devastated
online supermarket vei iva, ind,cated in s.mn or 2001 that
it too would seek bankruptcy protection. Analysts indi-
cated surpnSe, but maybe they shouldn't have. Webvafl
had grandiose dreams, but no solid research to back
them up. It set out to open in 26 cities without first deter-
mining If its bi isiness model was successful in even one of
tiiem. Several major grocery titans had accumulated
ample evidence that onlne supermarkets were a risky ven-
ture. K'oer's Rodney McMullen ind i cates that 'more cus-
tomers tell you they want to use it than actually use t." Yet,

Webvan captured $1.2 billion in investment capital with lit-
t,e research evidence to determine whether consumers
would want home deliver

y of grocenes. It even installed d
100-foot-long coinputefiZea conveyor in its freezer case to
facilitate order fulfillment, but tailad to uncover (via
research) that the system couldn't work effectively in Sub-
zero temperatures So while Streamline, Shoplink. Home-
Grocer, Urban Fetch, and Peapod folded or transformed
to something less than they creamed of being, Weian
struggled to show a profit for rivealuib—wi o row wd

be more than impatient.

What Is, Research?
We begin with a few examples of management problems involving decision making
based on information gathering. From each of these illustrations, we can abstract the

essence of research. How is it carried out? What can it do? What should it not he

expected to do? As you read the four cases, be thinking about the possible range of Sit

uations for conducting business research, and try answering these questionS. (1) What
the decision-making dilemma facing the manager? (2) What must the researche

accomplish?

CHILDCO You work for CHILDCO, a corporation that is considering the acquisition of a toy man

ufacturer. The senior vice president for deelopmeflt asks you to head a task force tr
investigate six companies that are potential candidates. You assemble a team compose
of repreentat1veS from the relevant functional areas. Pertinent data are collected fron
public sources because of the sensitive nature of the project. You examine all of the fol-
lowing: company annual reports; articles in business journals, trade magazines, an
newspapers; financial analysts' assessments; and company advertisements. The teai
members then develop summary profiles of the candidate firms based on the charactci
istics gleaned from the sources. The final report highlights the opportunities and prol
lems that acquisition of the target firm outd bring to all areas of the business.

NUCMED You are the business manager for NUCMED. a large group of physicians specializing i'
nuclear medicine and imaging A prominent health insurance organization has con
tacted you to promote a new cost containment program. The doctors' committee h
whom you will make a recommendation will have a narrow enrollment window f
their decision. If they choose to Join, they will agree to a reduced fee schedule
exchange for easier filing procedures, quicker reimbursement, and listing oil phy,
cians' referral network. If they decline, they will continue to deal with their patients a
the insurance carrier in the current manner. You begin your investigation by mining di,
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from patient files to learn how many are using this carrier, frequency of care visits, com-
plexity of filings, and so on. You then consult insurance industry data to discover how
many potential patients in your area use this care plan, or similar care plans with alter-
native insurance carriers, and the likelihood of a patient choosing or switching doctors
to find one that subscribes to the proposed program. You attempt to confirm your data
with information from professional and association journals. Based on this information,
you develop a profile that details the number of patients, overhead, and potential rev-
enue realized by choosing to join the plan.

)olorSplash ColorSplash, a paint manufacturer, is having trouble maintaining profits. The owner
believes inventory management is a weak area of the company's operations. In this
industry, the many paint colors, types of paint, and container sizes make it easy for a
firm to accumulate large inventories and still be unable to fill customer orders. The
owner asks you to make recommendations. You look into the present warehousing and
shipping operations and find excessive sales losses and delivery delays because of out-
of-stock conditions. An informal poll of customers confirms your impression. You sus-
pect the present inventory database and reporting system do not provide the prompt,
usable information needed for appropriate production decisions.

Based on this supposition, you familiarize yourself with the latest inventory man-
agement techniques in a local college library. You ask the warehouse manager to take an
accurate inventory, and you review the incoming orders for the last year. In addition, the
owner shows you the production runs of the last year and his method for assessing the
need for a particular color Or paint type.

Modeling the last year of business using production, order, and inventory manage-
went techniques, you choose the method that provides the best theoretical profit. You
run a pilot line using the new control methodology. After two months, the data show a
much lower inventory and a higher order fulfillment rate. You recommend that the
owner adopt the new inventory method.

York College You work for York College's alumni association. It is eager to develop closer ties with
its aging alumni, to provide strong stimuli to encourage increased donations, and to
induce older, nontraditional students to return to supplement enrollment. The presi-
dent's office is considering starting a retirement community geared toward university
alumni and asks your association to assess the attractiveness of the proposal from an
alumni viewpoint. Your director asks you to divide the study into four parts.

Phase 1. First you are to report on the number of alumni who are in the appropriate
age bracket, the rate of new entries per year, and the actuarial statistics for the group.
This information allows the director to assess whether the project is worth continuing.

Phase 2. Your early results reveal there are sufficient alumni to make the project
feasible. The next step in the study is to describe the social and economic characteristics
of the target alumni group. You review gift statistics, analyze job titles, and assess home
location and values. In addition, you review files from the last five years to see how
alumni responded when they were asked about their income bracket. You are able to
describe the alumni group for your director when you finish.

Phase 3. It is evident that the target alumni can easily afford a retirement commu-
nity as proposed. The third phase of the study is to explain the characteristics of alumni
who would be interested in a university-related retirement community. For this phase,
you engage the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) and a retirement
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community developer. In addition, y ou search for information on senior citiferis Iron
the federal government. From the developer you learn what characteristics of retire-
ment community planning and construction arc most attractive to retirees. From the
AARP you learn about the main services and features that potential retirees look fo in
a retirement community. From government publications you become familiar with
existing regulations and recommendations for operating retirement communities and
uncover a full range of descriptive information on the typical retirement community
dweller. You make an extensive report to both the alumni director and the university
president. The report covers the number of eligible alumni, their social and economic
standings, and the characteristics of those who would be attracted by the retirenleril

community.
Phase 4. The report excites the college president. She asks for one additional phase

to be completed. She needs to predict the number of alumni who would he attracted to
the project so she can adequately plan the size of the community. At this point, you call
on the business school's research methods class for help in designing a questionnaire
for the alumni. By providing telephones and funding. you arrange for the class to con-
duct a survey among a random sample of the eligible alumni population. In addition,
you have the class devise a second questionnaire for alumni who will become eligible in

the next 10 years. Using the data collected. ou call the initial demand for the
community and estimate the growth in demand over the next 10 years. You submit your
final report to the director and the president.

What Is the	 The manager's predicament is fairly well defined in the four cases. Let's see how care-

Dilemma Facing	 fully you read and understood them. In CIIILDCO the senior vice president for dcvel-

the Manager? opment must make a proposal to the president or possibly the board of directors about
whether to acquire a toy manufacturer and, if one is to be acquired, which one of the six
under consideration is the best candidate. In NUCMED the physicians in the group
must decide whether to join the proposed managed health care plan of one of their pri-

mary insurers. In ColorSpi ash the owner of the paint manufacturer must decide whether
to implement a new inventory management s y stem. At York College, the president must
propose to the board of directors whether to fund the development of a retirement com-
munity. Flow did you do? If you didn't come to these same conclusions, reread the cases
before proceeding. to catch what you missed.

In real life, management dilemmas are not always so clearly defined. In the case of
MindWriter (the "Bringing Research to Life" vignette). Myra Wines knows there is a
concern about customer satisfaction, but her personal positive experience gives her no
clue as to what is causing managements concern. Jason Henry has read an article in the
business press that implies after-purchase service might be to blame.

In ColorSplash. rather than pinpointing the problem as one of inventory manage-
ment. the paint manufacturer's owner could have faced several interactive phenomena:

1. A strike by the teamsters impacting inventory delivery to retail and wholesale cus-

tolners.

2. The development of a new paint formula that offers superior coverage but requires
a relatively scarce ingredient to manufacture, thereby affecting production rates.

3. A fire that destroyed the primary loading dock of the main shipping xarchousc in
the Midwest.

4. The simultaneous occurrence of all three events.
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What Must the
Researcher
Accomplish?

CUILDCO and the first
phase of York College
each illustrate a
reporting study.

NUCMED and the
second phase of York
College each illustrate
descriptive studies.

As the research process negins with a manager's decision-making task, accurately
defining the dilemma is paramount but often difficult. We address this issue in Chapter 3.

The different types of study represented by the four cases can be classified as reporting,
descriptive, explanatory, or predictive.

Reporting At the most elementary level, a reporting study may be made only to
provide an account or summation of some data or to generate some statistics. The task
may be quite simple and the data readily available. At other times, the information may
be difficult to find. A reporting study calls for knowledge and skill with information
sources and gatekeepers of information sources. Such a study usually requires little
inference or conclusion drawing. In CHILDCO the researcher needs to know what
information should be evaluated in order to value a company. In the study of manage-
ment, this knowledge would be acquired primarily in courses in financial management,
accounting, and marketing. Knowing the type of information needed, the researcher in
CHILDCO identifies sources of information, like trade press articles and annual
reports. Because of the possible effect of the toy manufacturer evaluation on the stock
prices of the conglomerate instigating the study and each toy company, only public
sources are used. Other reporting studies of a less sensitive nature might have the
researcher interviewing source gatekeepers. In York College, for example, interviewing
the director of local retirement facilities might have revealed other sources to include in
the search. Such an expert is considered a gatekeeper. Early in your career, identifying
gatekeepers for your firm and industry is critical to your success as a manager.

Purists claim that reporting studies do not qualify as research, although carefully
gathered data can have great value. Others argue that at least one form, investigative
reporting, has a great deal in common with widely accepted qualitative and clinical
research.' A research design does not have to be complex and require inferences for a
project to be called research. In the early part of your career, you will likely be asked to
perform a number of reporting studies. Many managers consider the execution of such
studies an excellent way for new employees to become familiar with their employer and
its industry.

Descriptive A descriptive study tries to discover answers to the questions who,
what, when, where, and, sometimes, how. The researcher attempts to describe or define
a subject, often by creating a profile of a group of problems, people, or events. Such
studies may involve the collection of data and the creation of a distribution of the num-
ber of times the researcher observes a single event or characteristic (known as a
research variable), or they may involve relating the interaction of two or more vari-
ables. In NUCMED, the researcher must present data that reveal who is affiliated with
the insurer, who uses managed health care programs (both doctors and patients), the
general trends in use of imaging technology in diagnosing illness or injury severit y, and
the relationship of patient characteristics, doctor referrals, and technology use patterns.

Descriptive studies may or may not have the potential for drawing powerful infer-
ences. Organizations that maintain databases of their employees, customers, and suppli-
ers already have significant data to conduct descriptive studies using internal
information. Yet many firms that have such data files do not mine them regularly for the
decision making insight they might provide. In the opening vignette. Myra Wines could
mine numerous company databases for insight into the nature and number of service-
related problems arising after purchase and, similarly, for information about product
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n	 'orc'uSiOflS

On N' 21, 2001 a centjrv-ioriq nJ,jStiiaE marriage was
sevu: 'a when BrkjfloStOflOIF ircistone Inc announced it
c,ould stop selling tires to Ford. Fireatone CEO John
Lampe said that any relationship needed to be built on
'trust and mutuai respect' and that Ford's anticipated
replecc'rnent of 13 million fires—withOUt just cause in
Firestone's pespeotive—shOWeO an obvious lack or

trust Th859 two automobile industry giants, although
lookir'c at the same crash data, came to very different
conclusions Firestone claimed its tires tailed at higher
than normal rates only when installed on Ford Explorers.
Ford claimed that crashes involving Explorers were far
rr,u•re likely with Firestone tires. Firestone's Lampe stated,
'Our nnatysis suggests that there is a significant safety
corcerrt. with a substantial segment of Ford Explorers.'
He added that Ford 'steadfastly refused to acknowledge
those concern"

Was the National Higheiay Traffic Safety Administru
tion (NHTSA) Oata incorrect? Did the companies examine

signituantty different insurance data? Were the conflicting
COflCnJS'OflS incorrect? The answer to each of these
questions is no Business research is conducted to make
better decision,. Both companies need to make deci-
jons that will protect the i r brand equity and provide insu-
lation from wrongful death and injury lawsuits. Many
believe Firestone .'., fighting for its very survival while
Ford's situation is far less severe. While initially GM has
reaffirmed its relationship with the tire comoany, even
naming Firestone its 2001 Supplier of the Year, and Nis-
san Motor exper t' to continue its relationship with Fire-
stone, if they or other automotive companies cheese to
follow Foil's lead, fNrestone could crumble under the ani-
mosity of the divorce.

www.firestone.COffl

www.ford.com	 •.	 .,:

ColorSpiash and the
third phase of York
College each represent
explanatory studies.

use inquiries. A database generated by warranty registration cards could reveal signifi-
cant data concerning purchaser characteristics, as well as purchase location and product
use behavior. A descriptive study, however, does not explain why an event has occurred

or why the variables interact the way they do.
The descriptive study is popular in business research because of its versatility

across disciplines. In not-for-profit corporations and other organizations, descriptive
investigations have a broad appeal to the administrator and policy analyst for planning,

monitoring, and evaluating. In this context, how questions address issues such as quan-

tity, cost, efficiency, effectiveness, and adequacy.2

Explanatory Academics have debated the relationship between the next two types
of studies, explanatory and predictive, in terms of which precedes the other. Both types
of research are grounded in theory, and theory is created to answer why and how ques-

tions. For our purposes, an explanatory study goes beyond description and attempts to
explain the reasons for the phenomenon that the descriptive study only observed.
Research that studies the relationship between two or more variables is also referred to

as a correlational study. In an explanatory study, the researcher uses theories or at least

hypotheses to account for the forces that caused a certain phenomenon to occur. In
ColorSpiash, believing the problem with paint stockouts is the result of inventory man-

agement, the owner asks the researcher to detail warehousing and shipping processes.
This would be a descriptive stud" if it had stopped here. But if problems in the

processes could be linked ith sales losses due to an inability to make timely deliveries
to retail or wholesale customers, then an explanatory study would emerge. The

researcher tests this hypothesis b y modeling the last year of business using the relation-

ships between processes and results.
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The final phase of York
College is an example of
a predictive study, -,

0

Predictive If sse can pikwide a plausible explanation for an event after it has
occurred it is desirable to he able to predict when and in what situations the e vent will
occur. A predictis e study. the fourth type, is just as rooted in theor y as explanation.
NATA a national trade association for the aviation industry. may , he interested in
explaining the radiation ri^ks from the still stars for flight crews and passengers.
The variables might include altitude. proximity of air routes to the poles, time of year,
and aircraft shielding. Perhaps the relations among the four variables explain the radia-
tion risk variable. This type of study often calls for a high order of inference making.
\ rh .s , for example, would a fli g ht at a specified altitude at one time of sear not produce
so great a radiation risk to the airliner's occupants as the same flight in another season?
The answer to such a question would be valuable in planning alt mutes. It also would
contribute to the development of a hotter theory of the phenomenon. In business
research. prediction is found in studies conducted to evaluate specific courses of action
or to forecast current and future value,.

The tesearcher is asked to predict for the York College president the success of the
proposed retirement facilit y for alumni based on the number of applicants for residency
the ploject ss ill attract. This prediction will he based (;it explauatotv hypothesis that
alumni frequent programs and protects sponsored by the institution because of an asso-
ciation they maintain between their college experience and images of youthfulness and
mental and physical stimulation.

Finalb,. we would like to he able to control a phenomenon ( ' flee we can explain and
predict it. Being able to replicate a scenario and dictate a particular outcome is the
irhtecii\ C of control. In York ('ohlcge. if we assume that the college proceeds with its

retirement community and eno s the predicted success, the president will find it attra
ii% e to he able to build a similar facility to serve another gioup 01 alunin i and duplicate
that success.

Control is a logical outcome of prediction. The complex it of the phenomenon and
ihiC adeouacy, of the prediction theory. however, largeiv decide success in a control
study. At York College. if a control stud y were done of the various proinoilonal
appi oaches used with alumni to stimulate i maces of sonthiul ness. the i 'uomotionai IC,-

tics that drew the largest number of alumni application, ior residencs could he identi-
fied. Once known, this knowledge could he used successlull\ with ditterent groups of
alumni onl', if the researcher could account for and control all other variables inhluenc-
inc applications.

In the four cases, researchers were asked to respond to ' pr ihiems' that 'nanager s

needed to solve. Applied research has a practical problem-sols ire emphasis. although
the problem solving is not always generated by a negative circumosiance Whether the
"problem" is negative. use rectifying an inventory s ystem that is nsuhing in lost sales
ColorSplash). or all to increase stockholder wealth through acquil ing

another firm ICHILDCO), problem solving is prevalent in bu siness research.
The problem-sois ing nature of applied research riucans it is conducted io reveal

answers to specitim,, questions related to action, perfomnrtrrec. oi polic y need.. In this
respect, all four examples appear to qualif y as applied research Pure, or bask research
is also problem-solving based, but in a different sense It aunts to solve peipiesing ques-
tions (that is. problems; of a theoretical nature that have 4nrle direct rnlpa 'I on action,
performance. or polic y decisions Pure research or basic research i ii the husiness
arena might ins ols e a researchet for an advcrti'.ing ageircs who is stit\ing the ICSUItS
of the use of coupons versus rebates a domr'uid stitnu iatuoui tactics. hilt not in a

Is Research
Always Problem-
Solving Based?

Applied research is used
to evaluate opportunities
as in CJIILDC() and
York College.
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instance or in relation to a specific client's product In another pure research scenario,
researchers might study the influence on productivity of compensation systems that pay
by piece-work versus salary-plus-commission. Thus, both applied and pure research are
problem-solving based, but applied research is directed much more to making immedi-

ate managerial decisions.
Some authorities equate research with basic or scientific investigations and would

reject all four examples. History shows, however, that science typically has its begin-
nings in pragmatic problems of real life. Interest in basic research comes much later,
after development of a field's knowledge. Research is too narrowly defined if it is

restricted to basic or pure research.
One respected author defines scientific research as a "systematic, controlled,

empirical, and critical investigation of natural phenomena guided by theory and
hypotheses about the presumed relations among such phenomena." 3 The terms system-

atic and conrrolled in this definition refer to the degree to which the observations are

controlled and alternative explanations of the outcome are ruled out. The terms empiri-

cal and critical point to the requirements for the researcher to test subjective beliefs
against objective reality and have the findings open to further scrutiny and testing.
These qualities are what this author means by "scientific." Whether all business
research needs to be this stringent or should he "guided by theory and hypotheses about

presumed relations" is debatable.
The classical concept of basic research does call for an hypothesis ,4 but in applied

research such a narrow definition omits at least two types of investigation that are
highly valued. First is the exploratory study in which the investigator knows so little
about the area of study that hypotheses have not yet emerged. 5 An equally important

area of study is that which purists hall merely descriptive. The importance of descrip-

tive research to business should be reinforced:

There is no more devastating condemnation that the self-designated theorist makes of
the researcher than to label his work purely descriptive. There is an implication that
associates "purely descriptive" research with empty-headedness; the label also implies
that as a bare minimum every healthy researcher has at least one hypothesis to test, and

preferably a whole model. This is nonsense
In evety discipline, but particularly in its early stages cf development, purely

descriptive research is indispensable. Descriptive research is the stuff out of which the
mind of roan, the theorist, develops the units that compose his theories. The very
essence of description is to name the properties of things: You may do more, but you
cannot do less and still have description. The more adequate the description, the greater

is the likelihood that the Units derived from the description will be useful in subsequent

theory building.6

In answer to the question posed at the beginning of this section, "Is research always

problem-solving based?" the answer is yes. Whether basic or applied, simple or com-
plex, all research should provide an answer to some question. If managers always knew
what was causing problems or offering opportunities in their realm of responsibility.
there would be little need for applied research, pure research, or basic research; int.

ition would be all that was necessary to make quality decisions.
Any of the four types of s tudies—reporting, descriptive,

predictive--can properly be called research. We also can conclude
examples that research is a systematic inquiry aimed at providing in
managerial problems. This defines the bare minimum that any eff"

called research.
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All four cases and the Mind Writer vignette meet this definition, but they suggest
different stages of scientific development. A rough measure of the development of sci-
ence in any field is the degree to which explanation and prediction have replaced report-
ing and description as research objectives By this standard the development of
business research is in a comparatively formative stage.

Research and the	 The development of the scientific method in business research lags behind similar
Scientific Method developments in the physical sciences. Physical scientists have been more rigorous in

their concepts and research procedures. They are much more advanced in their theory
development than are business scientists. The public domain has sponsored much phys-
ical research, some of it for hundreds of years. Governments have allocated billions of
dollars to support such research, driven by the motivation to overcome disease or to
improve the human condition. Nations driven by threat of war and national pride have
also played a major role in the advance of physical science. Much of the findings of
their research is in the public domain,

.4 more thorough	 Business research is of much more recent origin and is largely supported by busi-
discussion of the	 ness organizations that hope to achieve a competitive advantage. Research methods and
scientific method is 	 findings cannot be patented, and sharing findings often results in a loss of competitive
included in Chapter 2. advantage. The more valuable the research result is, the greater the value in keeping it

secret. Under such conditions., access to findings is obviously restricted. Even though
there is a growing amount of academic business research, it receives meager support
when compared to research in the physical sciences.

Business research operates in a less favorable environment in other ways. too.
Physical research is normally conducted under controlled laboratory conditions; busi-
ness research seldom is. Business research normally deals with topics such as human
attitudes, behavior, and performance. People think they alread y know a lot about these
topics and do not easily accept research findings that differ from their opinions.

Even with these hindrances, business researchers arc making great strides in the
scientific arena. New techniques are being developed, and rigorous research procedures
are advancing rapidly. Computers and powerful analytical methods have contributed to
this movement, but a greater understanding of the basic principles of sound research is
more important.

One outcome of these trends is that research-based decision making will be more
widely used in the future than it has been in the past. Managers who are not prepared for
this change will be at a severe disadvantage.

What Is Good Research?

Good research generates dependable data, being derived by practices that are conducted
professionally and that can be used reliabl y for managerial decision making. In con-
trast, poor research is carelessly planned and conducted, resulting in data that a man-
ager can't use to reduce his or her decision-making risks. Good research follows the
standards of the scientific method. We list several defining characteristics of the scien-
tific method in Exhibit 1-1 and below, discussing the managerial dimensions of each.

1. Purpose clearly defined. The purpose of the research .- -the problem involved or
the decision to be made --should be clearly defined and sharply delineated in terms as
unambiguous as possible. Getting this in writing is valuable even in instances where the
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12I.
EXHIBIT 1-i	 \ hat Action Guaram,e (,e"i,d Research?

Purpose clearly defined

Research process detailed

Research design
thoroughly planned

High ethical standards
applied

Limitations frankly
revealed

• Researcher distinguishes betseen symptom of 	 cter 3
organization's problem. the manager's perception
of the problem, and the research problem.

• Researcher provides complete research proposal.	 Chapter 4 -.

• Exploratory procedures are outlided with construct' 	 Chapters 2, 3
defined.

• Sample unit is clearly described along with camg
methodology.

• )ata collection procedures are selected and designed.

• Safeguards are in place to protect study participants, 	 Chapter 5
orgamLat ons, clients, and researchers.

• Recommendations do not exceed the scope of the study.

• The study's methodology and limitations sections reflect
researcher restraint and concern for accuracy,'

• Desired procedure is compared with actual procedure in 	 Chapters 6, 7,

report	 15,20

• Desired sample is compared with actual sample in report

Impact on findings and conclusions is detailed.

• Sufficiently detailed findings are tied to collection
instruments

• Findings are clearly presented in words, tables, and
graphs.

• Findings are logically organized to facilitate reaching a
decision about the manager's problem.

• Executive summary of conclusions is outlined.

• Detailed table of contents is tied to the conclusions and
findings presentation.

• Decision-based conclusions are matched with detailed

• Raeosicher videS experience/credentials with report

Adequate analysis for
decision maker's needs

Findings presented
unambiguously

Conclusions justified

Researcher's experience
reflected

Chapters 15-19

Chapters 15-20

Chapters 15-20

Chapter 20

decision maker and researcher are the same person. The statement of the decision prob-
lem should include its scope, its limitations, and the precise meanings of all words and
terms significant to the research. Failure of the researcher to do this adequately may
raise legitimate doubts in the minds of research report readers as to whether the
researcher has sufficient understanding of the problem to make a sound proposal attack-
ing it. This characteristic is comparable to developing a strategic plan before develop-
ing a tactical plan or an action map for achieving an objective.
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The nine criteria	 2. Research process detailed. The research procedures used should be described in
summarized in Exhibit 1-1 .su!licient detail to permit another researcher to repeat the research. Except when secrecy
profile desirable, decisisn	 'is imposed. research reports shld reveal with candor the sources of data and the means
oriered research,	 .by.whchUiey, were obtainedinission of significant procedural details makes it diffi-
especially when managers	 cult or impossible to estimate the vftditThndieiiability of tlièdata and justifiably weak-
perform the research 	 ens the confidence of the reader in the research itself as well as any recommendations
themselves. These criteria 	 based on the research. This characteristic is comparable to developing a tactical plan.
create barriers to adjusting 	 3. Research design thoroughly planned. The procedural design of the research
research findings to meet

d ad	
should be carefull y planned to yield results that are as objective as possible. When a

de.swe e S. sampling of the population is involved, the report should include evidence concerning
the degree of representativeness of the sample. A survey of opinions or recollections
ought not to be used when more reliable evidence is available from documentary
sources or by direct observation. Bibliographic searches should be as thorough and
complete as possible. Experinknts should have satisfactory controls. Direct observa-
tions should be recorded in writing as soon as possible after the event. Efforts should be
made to minimize the influence of personal bias in selecting and recording data. This
characteristic is comparable to developing detailed action plans for each tactic.

We discuss ethical	 4. High ethical standards applied. Researchers often work independently and have
research issues at length 	 significant latitude in designing and executing research projects. A research design that
in chapter S.	 include, safeguards against causing mental or physical harm to participants and makes

data integrity a first priority should be highly salued. Ethical issues in research reflect
important moral concerns about the practice of responsible behavior in society.

Ccrsui5na cc 'moafles are
!neraaslngty a source br
OUSIflCSS research. Ir
seecting a company to
prO'aac strategic airection.
an organization should Nngswhen

	
-

carefully consider the
company's research skills
and expelence. Ernst &
Young has won numerous
awards for its inforrnatior
technology This latest
award recognizes the firms
attention to continuous
earning
v0w ey.com
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Researchers frequently find themselves precariously balancing the rights of their sub-
jects against the scientific dictates of their chosen method. When this occurs, they have
a responsibility to guard the welfare of the participants in the studies and also the orga-
nizations to which they belong, their clients, their colleagues, and themselves. Careful
consideration must be given to those research situations in which there is a possibility
for physical or psychological harm, exploitation, invasion of privacy, and/or loss of dig-
nity. The research need must he weighed against the potential for adverse effects. Typi-
cally, you can redesign a study, but sometimes you cannot. The researcher should be

prepared for this dilemma.

5. Limitations frankly revealedThe researcher should report, with complete frank-
ness, flaws in procedural design and estimate their effect on the findings. There are very
few perfect research designs. Some of the imperfections may have little effect on the
validity and reliability of the data; others may invalidate them entirely. A competent

researcher should be sensitive to * .effects of imct design, and his or her experience
in analyzing the data should provide a basis for estlThating their influence. As a decision
maker, you should question the value of research where no limitations are reported.

6. Adequate analysis for decision maker's needs. Analysis of the data should be

extensive enough to reveal its significance, and the methods of analysis used should be
appropriate. The extent to which this criterion is met is frequently a good measure of the
competence of the researcher. Adequate analysis of the data is the most difficult phase
of research for the novice. The validity and reliability of data should be checked care-
fully. The data should be classified in ways that assist the researcher in reaching perti-
nent conclusions and clearly reveal the findings that have led to those conclusions.
When statistical methods are used, the probability of error should be estimated and the

criteria of statistical significance applied.

7. Findings presented unambiguously. Some evidence of the competence and

integrity of the researcher may be found in the report itself. For example. language that
is restrained, clear, and precise; assertions that are carefully drawn and hedged with
appropriate reservations; and an apparent effort to achieve maximum objectivity tend to
leave a favorable impression of the researcher with the decision maker. Generalizations
that outrun the evidence on which they are bascd, exaggerations, and unnecessary ver-
biage tend to leave an unfavorable impression. Such reports are not valuable to man-
agers wading through the minefields of business decision making. Presentation of data
should be comprehensive easily understood by the decision maker, and organized so
that the decision maker can readily locate critical findings.

S. Conclusions justified. Conclusions should be limited to those for which the data
provide an adequate basis. Researchers are often tempted to broaden the basis of induc-
tion by including personal experiences and their interpretations—data not subject to the
controls under which the research data were gathered. Equally undesirable is the all-
too-frequent practice of drawing conclusions from a study of a limited population and
applying them universally. Researchers also may be tempted to rely too heavily on data
collected in a prior study and use it in the interpretation of a new study. Such practice
sometimes occurs among research specialists who confine their work to clients in a
small industry. These actions tend to decrease the objectivity of the research and
weaken readers' confidence in the findings. Good researchers always specify the condi-

tions under which their conclusions seem to be valid.

9. Researcher's experience reflected. Greater confidence in the research is war-

ranted if the researcher is experienced, has a good reputation in research, and is a per
son of integrity. Were it possible for the reader of a research report to obtain sufficieo.
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-	 What are the consequences of taking data in research'' is it more
than an ethical otlemma i you falsify the desc ription of ycy

thodology or if y00 modify your sampling plan? These are
et cat and procedural issues that researcrets, even famous
ones, face In Its December 2001 issue, Fas(Ccnparry asked

LII author 	and motivational Speaker Torn Peters to revisit
the ariting of In Search of Excelience, the 1982 best-selling

-	 ,	 cisiness fltle In hs confession #3, Peters is quoted as saying
'Oat rio 'faked the data' that resulted in the eight underlying
principles—pnncples that quicied ,5n'erican busoess for much of
the next decade Pettier than evolving froma large study of

-	 h jslnesser vtero oach was selected hased or its performance
metrics (a prohabilfty SfIJCty) he switched the research design.
Instead, Peters, along with partner and coauthor Robert
Waterman, asked McKinsey colleagues and other contacts to
identify, 'CoOl' companies (a nonprobablity, )idgrnent sample).
They conducted detailed personal irter-views with contacts in
those Initial 62 companies, then reduced the list to 43 by a post-

oreview re	 of periormar I. metrics Pco 0 'ontessior 1 7, admits he missed scr-ie of the emerging "excellence' factors because
they were X) njpe&iaI to make an impact Sortie of the things his study missed early signs of the growing influence of information
technology and the Importance speed would pay 0 0usrie5s Does 	 confession diminish the importance of roe results°
ww.tompeters corn, sw. mckinsey corn. #wn 'stcompany.cOm

information about the researcher, this criterion perhaps would be one of the best bases
for judging the degree of confidence a piece of research warrants and the value of any
decision based upon it. For this reason, the research report should contain information
about the qualifications of the researcher.

These nine criteria provide an excellent summary of what is desirable in decision-
oriented research (see Exhibit 1—I). They are especially appropriate to guide research
done by managers themselves, for they create barriers to adjusting research findings to
meet desired ends rather than to reflect reality.

Criterion 2 calls for a detailed proposal specifying what will be done, but in many
exploratory studies it is not possible to be that precise prior to starting the study. It is
even more important, therefore, when researcher and manager are separated by organi-
zational boundaries, to state the nature of the decision problem clearly and unambigu-
ously (criterion I).

The threat of bias is mentioned under criterion 3, but it should be given more
emphasis. The business researcher often knows from the beginning what results the
sponsor would like to have. To combat this potentially biasing influence, it may be nec-
essary to secure an understanding between manager and researcher before stating that
the objective is to uncover reality—wherever that leads.

Criterion 3 calls for complete disclosure of methods and proceduts used in the
research study. This also is highly dsirable, because it enables others to test findings
through replication. Such openness -to scrutiny has a positive effect on the quality of
research. However, competitive advantage'ofteit mitigates against methodology disclo-
sure in business research. Sometimes even the acknowledgment of a study's existence
is considered unwise. For example, firms like Y D. Power and Associates will not pro-
vide enough information on their methodology to repeat an automotive market study.
Similarly, at the time each developed its low-cost line of desktop computers, neither
Compaq nor IBM knew of the extensive research the other was doing. In the litigation
by state attorneys general against cigarette companies, it proved disastrous When evi-
dence was revealed that cigarette companies had performed studies manipulating nico-
tine levels to enhance the addictive power of tobacco products.
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Criteria I through 9 should guide alt research studies Although these criteria use

phraseology such as "unambiguous as possible," this only recognizes the reality of
research work. The aim is always to be objective, yet we are all subjective. We also
must recognize that research designs have flaws, even though calling attention to them

in our work may be painful (criterion 5).

The Value of Acquiring Research Skills
You can profit by having research skills in at least five situations.

CHILDCO is an example
of (1). and CHILDCO.
NUCMED, and
CoZorSpiash offer
examples of (2). The
,,Bringing Research to
Life" vignette at the
beginning of the chapter
offers examples of (3),

(4), and (5). York College
is an example of (4).

1. Manager as research-based decision maker.

2. Subordinate employee as researcher.

3.Manager as research services buyer or evaluator.

4. Manager as evaluator of secondary data sources.

5. Research specialist.
As a decision maker you'll often feel the need for more information before select-

ing a course of action (see the CHELDCO case). Your options are limited if there is no
one to whom you can delegate this task. You must either make an intuitive judgment
without gathering additional information or gather the data yourself with some reason-
able level of skill. Gathering information may involve data-mining existing databases
and information sources or collecting new information. At the early levels of your
career in management, when your experience is limited and your intuitive judgment

less reliable, it should be obvious which option is better.
In a second instance, you may be called on to do a research study for a higher level

executive. Such a task, often coming early in your career, can be seen as a career-
boosting opportunity: it can be your chance to make a favorable impression on that
executive (see the CHILDCO. NUCMED, and ColorSplaSh cases).

The third scenario has you buying research services from others or evaluating pro-
posals for research prepared by others. If you can understand the research design pro-
posed and adequately judge the quality of the planned activities and the likelihood that
such activities will assist you in making a decision, you can save your organization both
time and money. Literally thousands of companies provide research services. While
many specialize in a given industry or type of research, others provide a wide variety of
services to meet almost any manager's needs. Some of the world's largest research

firms are listed in Exhibit 1-2.

WaMart Stores BenetotoAile McsnSeS, is the wand's largest
retailer as well as one of the most Profitable fmls in the wor ld Its

instated eauiprrent provides for rrore than 100 10mbytes of data in
its data warehouse (equivalent to 1 6.00O bytes for every person ci

the world) Wal-Mart uses fs customer information to negotiate

some of taO best prices and to more fully understand its ajstOmerS
aref supoters It also uses Its extensrve data to reduce ksseS—
dentiMng products that have high shoplifting rates and c,n,biflW
trs data with video footage of the stores to reveal patterns of

sses whirr the store iaiOut. Wal-Mart rwntly chose not to renew
with Information Resources Inc. a Partner of diOlCO for

ccosumer goods manufacturers and retiacS seeking macScat and
corsurrer nteftgeflCe. Wal-Mart decided it waSn't reCeMflg enough
value for sharing a very valuable asset custOifler pdut-Of-sale data.
wwj.wal-martcOm, www.nlores.corn
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EXHIBIT 1-2 Some of the World's Largest Research Companies

www,jmshealth corn	 Provides information solutions to the
Pharmaceutical and health care industries.

www.acnielsen.com	 Provides market research, information, and
analysis to the Consumer products and services
industries.

www meiscornedia corn	 Provides television information gervices in the
U.S. and Canada

www nfores corn	 Provides UPC scanner-based business solutions
to the consumer packaged goods indusuy,

www.westat.com	 Provides research to agencies of the U.S
government, as "ell as businesses foundations,
and state and local governments.

Kantar Group, Ltd. 	 www.kantargroup.com	 Provides worldwide media research and
measurement for media owners, agencks, and
advertisers.

Arbitron Co - - www.arbitron.com Provides information services used to develop
the local marketing strategies of the electronic
media and their advertisers and agencies

NFO Worldwide	 www.nfow.com	 Provides results-oriented insights so clients may
develop stronger brands and market more
successful products and services.

Market Facts www.marketfacts.com Provides global marketing research and
consulting to business, government, and
ai.sociations

MMRI (Man rz	 www.maritz.com/mmri	 Provides large-scale, custom-designed research
Markeing Research)	 studies that provide critical marketing

rnfomiation,
Taylor Nelson Sofres	 www.interSearch.msofres,com	 Provides custom research omnibus studies
Intersearth	

attitudinal polling, and drug sample monitoring
(TNSlntersearch)	 in a variety of indusines,

ouscs- Information extracted from company scbsites

Because much decision making relies on using information collected during prior
research projects, by having research skills you will be able to deal professionall y with
the fourth scenario: evaluating the applicability of prior research to assist in resolviru a
Current management dilemma (see "Bringing Research to Life" and York College).

A fifth reason to study research methods is so that you may establish a career as a
research specialist. As a specialized function, research offers attractive career opportu-
nities, especially in financial analysis, marketing research, operations research, public
relations, and hunian resources management. -As illustrated in the chapter-opening
vignette, job opportunities for research specialists exist in all fields of management and
in all industries.

tMS Health

ACNielsen Corp.

Nielsen Media Research
(division of VNU USA)

Information Resources Inc.
(TRI)

Westat
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The Manager-Researcher Relationship
The management of the information process front to reporting is an integral
part of any manager's job. So it is not surprising that many managers do their own
research, at least part of the time. The lower a manager is in the decision-making hier-
archy, the mome likely he or she is to do most of his or her own research. When man-
agers lack either research time or talent, the' may delegate the task to a staff assistant or
a research specialist This delegation of responsibility can result in greater synergy,
especially if the research is decision driven and each party makes a full contribution to
the joint venture. E{owc.ei, the separation of research user from research conductor car,
pose problems in data analysis, interpretation, conclusion finding, and recommenda-
tions. This is wh businesses that reguiaris use outside research specialists often use the
same firm repeatedly: Knowledge of the company, its people, and its processes is as
critical as knowledge of the decision-making dilemma.

In all 	 setting, the researcher shutd look on the manager as it client.
An effective nianager-researcher relationship is not achieved unless built 	 their
respective obligations and several critical harriers are overcome.

Manager-	 The obligations of managers are to specify their problems and provide researchers with

Researcher	 adequate background information and access to company information gatekeepers. It is

Contributions usually more effective if managers state their problems in terms of the decision choices
they must make rather than specif y the information the y think they need If this is done.
both manager and researcher can jointly decide what information is needed.

In the opening vignette, MindWriter's customer affairs manager M yra Wines, as a
staff rather than -a line manager, may need assistance fioni managers with line responsi-
bilities to define plausible actions that could affect postpurchase service. She has clearly
been charged with the responsibility of executing the customer satisfaction study. but
she does not have authority to implement conclusions affecting, for example. product
engineering, product manufacture, or distributor relatioriships Thus she needs to clarify
with those line managers what courses of action might he taken to correct identified
problems. If, however, dissatisfaction is arising because of how customers are treated
when interacting with the customer affairs staff. M y ra has direct line authority to deter-
mine plausible actions to correct such problems within her own domain.

Researchers also have obligations. Organizations expect them to develop a creative
research design that will provide answers to important business questions. Not only
should researchers provide data analyzed in terms of the problem spccthcd, but they
also should point out the implications that flow from the results. In the process. conflict
may arise between what the decision maker wants and what the researcher call
or thinks should be provided. The decision maker wants certainty and simple, explicit
recommendations, while the researcher often can offer only probabilities and hedged
interpretations. This conflict is inherent in their respective roles and has no simple reso-
lution. However, a workable balance can usually be found if each person is sensitive to
the demands and restrictions imposed on the other.

Manager-	 The sources ot'manager-researcher conflict are numerous:
Researcher • Knowledge gap between the researcher and the manager.
Conflicts

• Job status and internal, political coalitions to preserve status.

• Researcher's isolation from managers.
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Knowledge Gap Some conflicts between decision makers and researchers are traced
to management's limited exposure 40 researdh. Managers seldom have either formal train-
ing in research methodology or research expertise gained through experience. And, due to
the explosive growth of research technology in recent years, a knowledge gap has devel-
oped between managers and research specialists as model building and more sophisti-
cated investigative techniques have come into use. Thus the research specialist removes
the manager from his or her comfort zone: The manager must now put his or her faith, and
sometimes his or her career, in the hands of the research specialist and hope for the best.

Job Status and Internal Coalitions In addition, managers often see research
people as threats to their personal status. Managers still view management as the
domain of the "intuitive artist" who is the master in this area. They may believe a
request for research assistance implies they are inadequate to the task. These fears are
often justified. The researcher's function is to test old ideas as well as new ones. To the
insecure manager, the researcher is a potential rival.

The researcher will inevitably have to consider the corporate culture and political
situations that develop in any organization. Members strive to maintain their niches and
may seek ascendancy over their colleagues. Coalitions form and people engage in vari-
ous self-serving activities, both overt and covert. As a result, research is blocked, or the
findings or objectives of the research are distorted for an individual's self-serving pur-
poses. To allow one's operations to be probed with a critical eye may be to invite trouble
from others competing for promotion, resources, or other forms of organizational power.

Researcher Isolation A third source of stress for researchers is their frequent iso-
lation from managers. Researchers draw back into their specialty and talk among them-
selves. Management's lack of understanding of research techniques compounds this
problem. The research department can become isolated, reducing the effectiveness of
conclusions a researcher may draw from research findings.

These problems have caused some people to advocate the use of a "research gener-
alist" Such a person would head the research activity, help managers detail their
research needs, and translate these needs into research problems. He or she also would
facilitate the flow of information between manager and researcher that is so important
-for bringing the researcher into the decision-making process.

When Research	 Not every managerial decision requires research. Business research has an inherent value
Should Be	 only to the extent that it helps management make better decisions. Interesting information
Avoided about consumers, employees, or competitors nuglit be pleasant to have, but its value is

limited if the information cannot be applied to a critical decision. If a study does not help
management select more efficient, less risky, or more profitable alternatives than other-
wise would be the case, its use should be questioned. Alternatively, management may
have insufficient resources (time, money, or skill) to conduct an appropriate study or face
a low level of risk associated with the decision at hand. In these situations, there are valid
reasons to avoid business research and its associated costs in time and money. The impor-
tant point is that applied research in a business environment finds its justification in the
contribution it makes to the decision maker's task and to the bottom line.

One objective of this text is to provide you with plausible solutions to potential
sources of manager-researcher conflicts. In the chapters that follow, we discuss scien-
tific research procedures and show their application to pragmatic problems of the orga-
nization manager. At a minimum, our objective is to make you a more intelligent
consumer of research products prepared by others as well as enable you to perform
quality research for your own decisions and those of others to whom you report.
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EXHIBIT 1-3 Trends in the Research Profession and Necessary Management Safeguards

The Positive Trends

• Budding recognition of the importance of researcher
participation in strategic planning.

• Emerging return to the strong, internal research group.

The Negative Trends

• Increasing pressure for rapid measurement and

feedback-

increasing pressure for research specialists to
interpret research results and provide strategic
recommendations

• Increasing demand for information privacy, reducing

respondent willingriess to cooperate

• General consulting firms moving toward functional
specialization and increasingly doing their own

research.

• Continued perception of research as an expense rather
than an investment in reducing uncertainty.

• Increasingly wide range of competence among those
offering services in the research industry.

• Widening cultural mindset gap between business
strategists and research specialists

• Consulting and industry's expectation that new hires

have received scientific research training in college.

• Decrease or delay in intellectual transfer between
academia and research profession.

• Strategic planning initiatives that have an appropriate

research component

• Better methodologies performed by knowledgeable
professionals generating significant value to
management decision making.

• Methodologies that raise questions about the
rcpre$fltati\ enes. of,sampks

* Projects fielded without thoroughly understanding the
management dilemma, which resins in information
with little value to solve the dilemma.

• Research provider. who may be technically competent
with expertise in quantitative skills, but who are not
trained or have limited training in management.

• Research provident who are knowledgeable about
extracting valuable knowledge from internal databases

(data mining).

• Consultants who lack the technical skill in research
methodologies creating a lack of translation from
management dilemma to research protocol.

• Consultants sharing information among specialized
clients, generating a loss of intellectual capital that
fosters distinctive competencies—the basis of

competitive advantage.

• Research budgets being cut during economic
downturns

• lnuthcicnt quality of credentials among research
professionals being used or considered.

• Assignment of projects to researchers with insufficient

technical background to do quality rese arch -

Breakdown in communication between the researcher

and the manager who will use the research results.
resulting in information, not knowledge.

Assuring that curricular demand.s placed on the new
hires by their collegiate institutions have included

'research methodologies.

• Assuring that firms hired as research specialists  keep

abreast of the newest methodologies through
continuing education efforts.

H

SptR	 Develop, r'rn the tiacTirtofthe Antrrco Markerine AssocnalnonS esear. Rufldb1e Septe	 r l97
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Trends in the Research Prcnession and Management Safeguards

Management's demand for more, better, and quicker information is bringing many
changes to the research profession. Exhibit 1-3 summarizes these changes and the safe-
guards needed to protect the quality of the information used in decision making. Few of
these trends are positive. As a result, managers who are unfamiliar with research
methodology and who rely on research information to decrease decision-making risk
are all the more vulnerable. The preponderance of negative news also makes managers
who are familiar with research methodology and who know what makes good research
far more valuable to their organizations. As you are about to join this latter group, you
are to he commended for your foresight.

SUMMARY

Research is any organized inquiry carried out to provide information for solving prob-
lems. Business research is a systematic inquiry that provides information to guide busi-
ness decisions. This includes reporting, descriptive, explanatory, and predictive studies.
We emphasize the last three in this book.

2

*

What characterizes good research? Generally, one expects good research to be purpose-
ful, with a clearly defined focus, and plausible goals, with defensible, ethical, and
repeatable procedures, and with evidence of objectivity. The reporting of procedures—
their strengths and weaknesses—should be complete and honest. Appropriate analytical
techniques should be used; conclusions drawn should be limited to those clearly justi-
fied by the findings; and reports of findings and conclusions should be clearly presented
and professional in tone, language, and appearance. Managers should always choose an
investigator who has an established reputation for quality work. The research objective
and its benefits should be weighed against potentially adverse effects.

The relationship between manager and researcher is an important one. Both share the
obligation of making a project meaningful. Several factors complicate this relationship.
Among these are ethical considerations and the political environment. Changes in the
research industry also complicate the relationship, and the manager must safeguard
against the negative changes. Among these are research being performed by individuals
untrained in research protocol, pressure on research specialists to provide strategic and
tactical recommendations regardless of their management experience, continuing per-
ception of research as a nonessential expense, and, as the range of necessary skills
increases, the broadening range of competence possessed by individuals who call them-
selves research specialists.

4 The managers of tomorrow will need to know more than any managers in history.
Research will be a major contributor to that knowledge. Managers will find knowledge of
research methods. to be of value in many situations. They may need to conduct research
either for themselves or for others. As buyers of research services they will need to be able
to judge research quality. Finally, they may become research specialists themselves.
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Company	 Scenario	
Page

Bridgectoflelhrestone	 Studying secondary data to understand tire tread 	 Ii

separation.

CHILDCO	
Company researching the acquisition of a toy 	 7

manufacturer.

ColorSplash	 A paint manufacturer studying inventory control options 	 8

to improve profitability-

Ernst and Young	 A conusiting services firm that does research for its clients
and values the increased knowledge level of its employees.

Financial Accounting 	 New standard for measuring "goodwill" that recognizes	 5

Standards Hoard	
the value of research and brand equity.

-	 -	 - Ford Motor Co.	
Studying secondary data to understand Explorer rollover	 11

• susceptibility.

MindWritcr	
Laptop manufacturer hiring a research services 	 HRTL

supplier.	
throughout

NATA	
An aviation trade association study to examine radiation 	

12

risks for flight crews and passengers.

NUCMED	
Physician specialists in nuclear medicine and imaging	 - 7

evaluating a health care cost containment plan.

Tom Peters	 Research process reflected in In Search of Excellence.	 1-8

York College	
A multiphase study by a university alumni association to 	 8

-.	 evaluate a proposal to build a retirement commualty
to Ser\ e alumni.

Wal-Mart	
Maintains a mammoth dita warehouse to improve 	

19

profitability-

Web an	
How an absence of research contributed to the problems	 7

s 
of a new business model

have been
T)uc to the cufldent1al and propnetaly nature of most researth the names of some 

omp3flieS 

changed.
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Terms in Review	 1. What is research? Wh y should there be any question about the definition of research?
-	 2. What is the difference between applied and basic or pure research? Use a decisi9n about

how a salesperson is to be paid, by commission or salary, and describe the question that
-	 would guide applied research versus the question that would guide pure research.

Making Research	 3. A human resources manager needs to have information in order to decide whether to create
Decisions	 a custom motivation program or purchase one offered by a human resources consulting firm.

What are the dilemmas the manager faces in selecting either of these alternatives?

4. You are manager of the midwestern division of a major corporation, supervising five animal-
feed plants scattered over four states. Corporate headquarters asks you to conduct an inves-
tigation to determine whether any of these plains should be closed, expanded, moved, or
reduced. Is therea possible conflict between your roles as researcher and manage? Explain.

- - : -	 5. Advise each of the following persons on a specific research study that he or she might find
useful. Classify each proposed study as reporting, descriptive, explanatory, or predictive.
a. When the management decision problem is known:

(I) Manager of a full-service restaurant with high employee turnover.
•	 (2) Head of an academic department committee charged with selecting a research meth-

ods textbook,
- - - -
	 b. When the management decision problem has not yet been specified'

'	 (1) Manager ofarestaurant.

(2) Plant manager at a shoe factory.

-	 (3) Director of Big Brothers/Big Sisters in charge of sponsor recruiting.
(4) Data analyst with ACNielsen research.

(5) human resources manager at a university-
(6) Pduct manager of the Ford Explorer.

	

- - -,	
(7) Family services officer for your county.	 -

(8) Office manager for a pediatrician.

the new president of an old, established company is facing a problem. The company is cur-
rently unprofitable and is, in the president's opinion, operating inefficiently. The company
sells a wide line of equipment and supplies to the dairy industry. Some items it manufac-
tures, and many It wholesales to dairies, creameries, andsimilar plants. Because the industry
is changing in several ways, survival will be more difficult in the future. In particular, many
equipment companies are bypassing the wholesalers and selling directly to dairies. In addi-
tiOn, many of the independent dairies are being ten over by large food chains. How might
research help the new president make the tight decisions? In answering this question, con-
sider the areas of marketing and finance as well as the whole company.

7• You have received a research report done by a consultant for your firm, a Life insurance-
company. The study is a survey of morale in the home office and covers 'the opinions of

	

- ,	 about 500 secretaries and clerks plus about 100 executives and acn1es, You are asked to
comment on its quality. What will you look for?

S. As area sales manager for a company manufacturing and marketing outboard engines, you
have been assigned the responsibility of conducting a research study to estimate the sales

•	 potential of your products in the domestic (U.S. or Canadian) market. Discuss key issues and
concerns arising from the fact that you, the manager. are also the researcher,
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From Concept
	 9. Apply the principles in Exhibit 1—I to the research scenario in cuestion 8.

to Practice

Bringing	 10. in what type(s) of study is Myra interested (applied or basic/pure research: exploratory, pre-

Research to Life	 dietise, or descriptive study)?

11. What evidence is presented in the vignette of data warehousing? Of data mining?

WWW Exercises	 Visit our website for Internet exercises related to this chapter at
www,mhhe .corn/busiticSs/c(,Op&.

CALLING UP ATTENDANCE 	 0 DATA DEVELOPMENT INC.'

'All cases indicating a video icon are located on the Instructor's Videotape Supplement. All 	 cases are in the case

section of the textbook. All cases indicating a CD icon offer a data set, which is located on the accompanying CD.

1. See. fo example, Murray Levine. "Investigative Reporting as a
Besecch Method: Analysis of Bernstein and WodwarsFs All

do. P ' r',deer's Men," American Prsehoksgixt 35 1980), pp.
626-38.	 -.

2. See, for es: pie. Elizabethanu O'Sullivan and Gary  RasseL
Research Methods for Public Administrators (New York:
Longmast. 1999).

3. Fred N. Kerlinger and howard B. Lee. Four4ato.ms of Beha,-

jortd Resea'tA 4th ed. (New York' HBJ College & School
Divtsiou. 1999), P. 15.

4. An hypothesis is a statement that is advanced for the purpose of
testing itS tn.rth or falsity.

5. Ali 'tudy describes an investi gation when the final
reseaxvb problem has not yetbeen -çearly tiseth Its aim '.is to
provide the insi ghts needed by the researcher to develop anore
formal research design.

6. Reprinted with permission of Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc..
from Theory Bniithng. rev. ed. 1978, by Robert Duhin, Copy-
right © 1969 fri The Free Press, a division of Macmillan Co.

Bridgestone/Firestone and ford
Keith Bradsher, "Firestone to Stop Sales to Ford," The New York

limr.s on 'ihe Web, May 22, 2001 (www.nytimes.cOm/2001/
05i22Jbusiness/22TIRE.htlflFt.

BridgesioneiFirestone Proudly Accepts Sixth Consecutive Supplier
of the Year Award from General Motors," Bridgestone/
Fuestone, Inc., press release, Nashville, TN, July 30. 2001
(http://www.ftrestone.czmfhotneimgs/MI07 30a hen).

"Bridgestone/Firestone. Inc. Ends Ford Tire Business in the Amen-
cas," Bndgestane/Firestone, Inc., press release, Nashville, TN.
May 21, 2001 (http:llwww.mirroebcidgestone-fireStOfle.Cnflh/
hoineimgs/1-1010521ahtm).

"F,.,rd Mc,t,.o	 :,.,	 ifcplacc AU 13	 i:: t :ct:,' Wilder
ness AT Tire oil Vehicles," Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc.,
press release. Nashville. TN. May 22. 2001 http://rnedia.fOrd.
con.Jnewsroonilre1easC..6reStone.Cfm?ntiClC_id836'2

"GM Reaffirms Commitment to Bridgestone/Firestone Products,"
Bridgestor.eJFirestofle, Inc.. press release, Nashville, TN, May
24. 2001 (http:/flotbtidgestOfleflreStOne.COT11Th0mcmg5
ItO 10524a.htm).

"Statement by Julia Lampc, Chairman. CEO. and President Bridge-
stone/Firestone, Inc.." BridgestonefFireStOfle Inc.. press
release. Nashville. TN, May 22, 2001 (hltp'Jlwww.mIrTOr.
hridgestone.6 reStOne .CO homeUng'1OI052 ILhtm).
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FASB	 WaI-Ma-t
	Gerry Kbermouch, "Why Advertising Matters More Than Ever," 	 Dana Blankenliorn, "100 Trillion Bytes of Customer l)ata How

Business Week, August 6,2001, pp. 56-57. 	 Marketers' Database Muscle Is Growing," AdA ge.com Special
	"Wielding a Mean Branding htia." Business Week August 6, 2001.	 Report, Summer 2001 (http://adagespecials.com/daEal.shtml).

pp. 52-53.	 "NCR More than Doubles Warehouse for World's Leading Retailer

	

"The Best Global Brands," Business Week, August 6, 2001 pp. 50-17. 	 to Over 100 Terabytes," Dssrar: Erecurive Journal for Data
	"FASB Issues Report on Voluntary Disclosures, Improving Business 	 intensive Decision Support, Tabor Griffin Communications

	

Reporting: Insights into Enhancing Voluntary Disclosures," 	 (htlp:/fhpcwire.com/dsstar/99/082411000966.html).

	

FASB news release, January 29, 2001 (http;//accounting.rut .	Betsy Spethman, "Wal-Mart Goes Private. Retailer Control Grows
gers.edu/ raw/fasb/news/nrOl 2901 html)	 as Researchers Stop Getting Scanner Data This Month."

	

"Business Combinations and Intangible Assets—Accounting for	 PROMO, July 2001, pp. 39-40.

	

Goodwill," Financial Accounting Series February 14, 2001 	 "Wa! Mart Buys World's Largest  Decision-Support System from
(http://raic.rutguers.edu/fasb/reved psif),	 AT&T," AT&T press release, January 9, 1995 (hupid/www.

alt comipress/0195/950109 nca.htmi).

Tom Peters	 -	 "Wal-Ma-ts Purchasing Data Becomes Public," infonsaiton-
Wet&cn,, August 27, 2(101 (http://wwwinformationweek.

	

John Byrne, l'he Real Confessions of Torn Peters, Business Week,	 com/story/!WK200108245001 5),	 -December 3 2001 p. 48. Paul Westerman, Data Warehousing Using the Wal-Mart Model	Torn Peters and Robert Waterman, Excellence: in Search of Excel-	 (Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, 2001).
fence, Lessons from A,n'rir a c Rest-Run Companies (New
York: Warner Books, 1982), pp. 13-24.

	

"Tom Peters's True Confessions," FactCompany 53 (December	 Webvan -
2001), p 78.	 Jane Black. OnhneOnlme Extra Why Online Grocers Won't All Go

TomPeterst	 (http'ffwww tompeters com/toms ,,worldJpress_kit/ 	 Hungry,' Business Week, May 14, '002
excellence asp).	 Saul H usd1, Sonic Hard Lessons	 Ofilific Grocer" Ne York

limes on the Web February 	 2001
- Saul Hansel!, "Online Grocer Calls It Quits After Running Out of

- Money," New York Tunes on the Web, July 10, 201
"Online (,rocer Webvan to File for Bankruptcy," New York limes on

the Web, July 9, 2001

CLASSIC AND CONTEMPORARY READINGS

	Berry, Michael J A and Gordon Linho f Data Muting Techniques:	 Social Science, No. 1051, 1998 Chapter 2 discusses policy

	

For Marketing, Sales, and Customer Support. New York. John	 research strategies and contributions

	

Wiley & Sons, 1997. lists is a practical guide to mining bust- 	 Random, Matthew. The Social Scientist in American industry, New

	

ness data to help business managers focus their marketing and 	 Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers I luivemity Press. 1970. A research
sales strategies 	 report of experiences of social scientist', employed in industry

	

Kimball, Ralph, et a! The Data Warehouse Lifecyc/e Toolkit Fxperr 	 Chapter 7 presents a summary of findings,

	

Methods for Designing, Developing, and Deploying Data	 Remen)i, Dan, eta! Doing Research in usinesa avid Mwuigement.

	

Warehouses. New York, John Wiley & Sons, 198 A definitive 	 An Introduction to Pmcesr and Method Thousand Oaks, CA

	

work on the business dimensional life cycle approach and data 	 Sage Publishing, 1998 Chapters 1 and 2 establish the business
warehouse architecture.	 research perspective for management student,s

Haas, Peter J.. and J. Fred Springer. Applied Policy Research: Con-
cepts and Cases. New York: Garland Reference Library of



CHAPTER 2

Applying Scientific Thinking
to Management Problems

Learning Objectives

After reading this oftipter, you should understand

The distinctions between different approaches (styles of
thinking) to problem solving.

The terminology used by professional researchers
employing scientific thinking.

What is needed to formulate a solid research hypothesis.
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uio n

N	 . .	 But yes, w"en I servecfl the

rrry Reserve; sadMyra. "They r,adiewwhat todo

w"th me, a woman, a caotar duO c:, 	 think

they +eared my snoopness woula crn-* out cf control

"Sc, one summer tr sent me to test ernrnun

t;ons and a new cannon.

"The 11mg range was a payec 'Jt mine now

stric mined ur.til it was worse than a moonscape. In

ts day. the site had beer) one of the mnst CispErO: L

mining regions, where the people were known for

feariess'y ama Proudly going out to ug and produce

.The nearest town was so severely aecressed that.

for the few iobs we provided, the foRcswel-

corned us . to bomb their bacciard to cinders

"Tie cannon we were testing was impressive.

We Or'r'no with three-inch she l ls, puT on ea protec

tars and goggles and bibbed sneis intc. the mcige

There wocld be a tremendous flash ana boor and

the shells ,\ouid go roaring one roarng out 
or s'ght.

We wonu suc'n hear a tremendous bou rn o'ri

back to us, and see dust ano ash kicked up several

hundred feet. We were all very hapryy not to cc down

range When we went down range later, wed find a

huge crater and a fused puddle of ron, but nothr:q

else nut slag and molten rocks.

"here was this one araiem. Aaout every 20,r

cc a duo It wouLo fy oft and land, and

K up some dust, but explode if would not

'On paper, this was not supposed to be a prob-

lem. The arsenal sent down an officious second ieu

tenant, and he showed us repcxts that tee army had

dropped such duds from hundred-foot platforms, from

hecopters, had applied torches to tnern-every-

thog- and htad discovered tnem to' ! -,e completely

inp Tie only thing he claimed wcu!o ignite one of

these,qutis was to drop another. ve comb or 't

0'ctre"'ah'v 0-i' pr. ,c'c nOt V be 0 ie cs.* In

the it sidle tflc' noel un' wcutd hear one of these

so called duds explode. We would ruSfl out at

dawn, and sure enough, find a new crater, molten

,au, molteri rook, and so forth it was quite a

my. siery.

"So I nosed around. I sat uc one night or a htf

overlooking ftc range, and, sure enough. I saw pe

pie with flas'nights moving arouna in t'ne"e

"Locals were comrg in at night 'r trym'

crack open the bombs are scavenge fur oppm iwo

ix rtrvthr,o ih	 1.1 . ] fl ' 1 9 r	 "13'25-COIC. Excet, o

course, their acion:i, igni ter., one of the beautes, CI1U

erasori any evi'oecoe 'f n crime being committed by

vanoI:z:ngt'n-raters on the spot.

st.ned ntangng around the ocals They

vme njcve : r mery kind of ih?( span. It was not

unusua: to sic 3O n,e auto race with four ambu-

lances or, hard r. the edge of the oval, to cad oft the

.'al'age to the surgical hospital in the next county. I

saw men lCr,i I -o car's with tnreadbare tires, loose

wheels, malurctcntng brakes with brake fluid arid

tranrT,cSOn tid droouflg at over the track. Nobody

ihoOqut anything of this If I asked, their answer was,

TIi go when nr" -iumber is uc,' or 'It's not in my

banns'

' ese go .c folk had lost all sense of cause and

etfect. They cc.uiO wheel their cars out onto the track

on a cii. tne K' .5W was thin as tissue, and if it blew

out and cut them in the hospital, their reaction was

'Sonc trays yo czn't win for losin'.'

"Their fin: dentitic attitude made sense, from a

ouituralecoroflC view It was wflat'tettheir men go

rlr",r n the "5 t'PS year after year I begged the sher-

ft to warn them away from cur range, a,t's the big

r'u biGr'm Captain Wines'?' he asked. 'They are going

0. kit tr 1emse;ves,' I said. They are going to die any-

uay,' he said. We ali are going to die. People die

nve"y c,n:r 'h never wflt out or the range.'
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